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Observing Site Reminders:
Be careful with fire, mind all local burn bans!
Dark Site Usage Requirements (ALL MEMBERS):
• Maintain Dark-Sky Etiquette (http://tinyurl.com/75hjajy)
• Turn out your headlights at the gate!
• Sign the logbook (When one is available)
• Log club equipment problems (please contact a FWAS board member to
inform them of any problems)
• Put equipment back neatly when finished
• Last person out:
 Check all doors – secured, but NOT locked
 Make sure nothing is left out
The Fort Worth Astronomical Society (FWAS) was founded in 1949 and is a non-profit 501(c)3
scientific educational organization, and incorporated in the state of Texas. This publication may
be copied and distributed for free only. This publication cannot be uploaded or distributed into
any media unless it is in its original, full, unaltered, published form. All rights reserved by FWAS.
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Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat
1

Tandy
Hills

2

3

4

5

6

FQ

7

8

FWAS
Rising Star Work
Day.

FWAS
Rising Star Work
Day.

14

15

FQ
Moon Perigee
FWAS
APSIG
Meeting

9

10

11

12

13

FM
FWAS
Rising Star Work
Day.

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

LQ
Moon Apogee

FWAS
Rising Star Work
Day.

FWAS
Monthly
Meeting
Starts @ 7pm

23

24

25

26

27

NM

28

29
Moon Perigee
FWAS
StarParty
Watch the
egroup for Info.

30

31

See our full FWAS Event Calendar at:
http://www.fortworthastro.com/meetings.html
for the latest updates on what our club has scheduled

Click calendar icons above to see details of bright ISS passes this month.
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Tandy Hills Prairie Sky/Star Party: Astronomy—Community Engagement
After many years at the Fort Worth Museum of Science & History, the
well-attended, monthly public star parties presented by the Fort Worth
Astronomical Society (FWAS) have moved to Tandy Hills Natural Area.
Established in 1949, FWAS is one of the first adult amateur astronomy
clubs formed in the country and one of the largest. .
Members will have several telescopes set up at Tandy Hills for viewing
the night sky.
Free & open to the public. All ages welcome. Family/kid-friendly - No dogs
- Coolers welcome
More details at the NASA website: https://nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov/eventview.cfm?Event_ID=76024
Star party Etiquette: http://www.fortworthastro.com/etiquette.html
WHEN: October 1st

Check the tandy hills facebook page as well as their web page for any
announcments
http://www.tandyhills.org/events/prairie-sky-star-party
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Media Reviews
Media reviews by Matt J. McCullar, FWAS

Secrets of the Night Sky
by Bob Berman
Bob Berman is a prolific science author; he’s written half a
dozen books and you’ve probably enjoyed his columns in
Discover and Astronomy magazines. He writes in a friendly,
non-technical style that’s easy for beginners in the hobby to
understand. Secrets of the Night Sky is jammed with lots of
facts, tips, and information that most other astronomy books
seem to leave out. I learned something useful on almost
every page.

explain why this is. It should not be allowed to detract from
one’s enjoyment of the night sky. Manufacturers of commercial telescopes want to make money, so some of the
tricks they use to advertise their products may lead potential
customers into mistaken assumptions. This book helps the
reader to avoid falling into that trap: “Most people believe…
that a telescope’s function is to make things bigger. Not so;
its most important job is to make objects brighter. The most
common misconception surrounding telescopes is the idea
that magnifying power defines quality or worth. Highpoweritis is the disease of the neophyte. The fact is, astronomers
using even the world’s largest telescopes rarely employ a
magnification greater than 300 times or so. More common is
50 times to 250 times, even among amateurs with very expensive equipment.”

This is a thick book, but then there’s a great deal
to cover. Berman assumes the reader knows
very little about the night sky but wants to learn.
He explains stellar nomenclature (how stars are
identified by international agreement), how to
determine stellar magnitudes, how to quickly
estimate degree measurements, and a great
deal more.

Entire chapters are dedicated to white dwarfs and black
holes, star colors, auroras, light pollution, eclipses, meteors, and planet and satellite features.
The Andromeda galaxy has a chapter to itself as
well. Berman offers tips on viewing Earthorbiting satellites (there’s a best time of year for
doing this), auroras (because of the location of
the Earth’s magnetic pole, North America is
better suited for seeing auroras than Europe),
and deep-sky objects.

One chapter covers several of the brightest stars
and their histories. For example, Berman writes:
“Simply put, Betelgeuse [in the constellation Orion] is the
largest single thing most of us will ever see. Betelgeuse is big
enough to appear as a disk through the Hubble Space Telescope, and this is special indeed; all other stars remain points
of light no matter what magnification is used.”

Berman injects some humor into his work: “To
the naked eye, binoculars, or telescope, Jupiter
remains the award winner for planetary observers. It’s worth
buying a telescope for this giant world alone. Try it out. If
you’re not satisfied with the view, return the instrument.
Galileo had to deny what he saw for fear of death. The refund policy at your store is probably less intimidating.”

Published in 1995 by William

The Moon is another object that deMorrow & Co.
serves its own entire chapter. Ber320 pages
man discusses the famous optical
ISBN 0-688-12727-4
illusion which makes the Moon appear bigger when it’s close to the
horizon than when it’s high in the sky. He also explains the
secrets behind autumn’s “harvest moon” and how the changing seasons cause it. Why does the full Moon appear flat,
rather than three-dimensional?

I’d say the single most important secret about astronomy
revealed in this book is as follows: “What you see through a
telescope will NOT look like photos you see on line or in magazines! Newbies may be disappointed.” Berman goes on to
October 2022

Did you know there are different
types of twilight? There’s not one
twilight but three: Civil, Nautical, and
Astronomical. Each depends on how
far below the horizon the Sun has
traveled. Length of twilight depends on your location on
Earth, and the time of year. “Twilight is always shortest in
the tropics, where one hour is all you get. Night comes
quickly there because the equatorial sun sets vertically, swiftly dropping like a stone below the horizon. In our temperate
regions the sun glides into the horizon at an angle, slipping
sideways as it descends. An hour after sunset the sun’s not
very far down because it’s moved rightward as much as
downward.”
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(Book Review—Continued from page 6)

Particularly useful is an appendix entitled, “List of Do’s and
Don’ts When Star Viewing,” offering excellent advice on
binoculars and telescopes. “Do not set up a telescope on a
deck, a porch, or any other wooden structure… Always
start with low power, and keep it low whenever possible...
Do not expect a planet to look impressive the moment you
point your instrument its way… Plan your observing itinerary around existing conditions.” The best tip: “Pass binoculars to guests by first putting the strap over their heads.
That way if they drop the instrument, they don’t drop it.
Dropped binoculars rarely suffer broken or cracked lenses.
What happens is that they go out of alignment, so that each
component points in a slightly different direction, producing
double images. When this occurs, throw them away. The
cost of repair almost always exceeds the price of a new instrument.”

Copiously illustrated, with excellent graphics explaining
many astronomical events. Secrets of the Night Sky will
take a while to read and digest, but is easy to understand.
Highly recommended! Four stars out of five.

The End
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CELESTIAL EVENTS THIS MONTH
Oct 02

18:14

FIRST QUARTER MOON

04

11:01

Moon at Perigee: 369335 km

05

09:51

Saturn 4.1°N of Moon

06

15

Mercury at Perihelion

08

12:06

Jupiter 2.1°N of Moon

08

15

Mercury at Greatest Elong: 18.0°W

09

14:55

FULL MOON

11

15:49

Moon at Ascending Node

12

21:46

Pleiades 2.7°N of Moon

14

22:28

Mars 3.6°S of Moon

17

04:21

Moon at Apogee: 404330 km

17

09:41

Pollux 1.8°N of Moon

17

11:15

LAST QUARTER MOON

21

12

Orionid Meteor Shower

22

15

Venus at Superior Conjunction

25

04:49

NEW MOON

25

05:00

Partial Solar Eclipse; mag=0.862

26

00:30

Moon at Descending Node

27

20:48

Antares 2.3°S of Moon

29

08:48

Moon at Perigee: 368289 km

Data Source: NASA SKYCAL - SKY EVENTS CALENDAR
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Perseus

Characteristics
Perseus is a constellation in the northern sky, being named after the Greek mythological hero Perseus. It is one of
the 48 ancient constellations listed by the 2nd-century astronomer Ptolemy,[1] and among the 88 modern constellations defined by the International Astronomical Union (IAU).[2] It is located near several other constellations named
after ancient Greek legends surrounding Perseus, including Andromeda to the west and Cassiopeia to the north. Perseus is also bordered by Aries and Taurus to the south, Auriga to the east, Camelopardalis to the north,
and Triangulum to the west. Some star atlases during the early 19th century also depicted Perseus holding the disembodied head of Medusa,[3] whose asterism was named together as Perseus et Caput Medusae;[4] however, this
never came into popular usage.
The galactic plane of the Milky Way passes through Perseus, whose brightest star is the yellowwhite supergiant Alpha Persei (also called Mirfak), which shines at magnitude 1.79. It and many of the surrounding
stars are members of an open cluster known as the Alpha Persei Cluster. The best-known star, however,
is Algol (Beta Persei), linked with ominous legends because of its variability, which is noticeable to the naked eye.
Rather than being an intrinsically variable star, it is an eclipsing binary. Other notable star systems in Perseus include X Persei, a binary system containing a neutron star, and GK Persei, a nova that peaked at magnitude 0.2 in
1901. The Double Cluster, comprising two open clusters quite near each other in the sky, was known to the ancient
Chinese. The constellation gives its name to the Perseus cluster (Abell 426), a massive galaxy cluster located 250
million light-years from Earth. It hosts the radiant of the annual Perseids meteor shower—one of the most prominent
meteor showers in the sky.

Deep-sky objects
The galactic plane of the Milky Way passes through Perseus, but is much less obvious than elsewhere in the
sky as it is mostly obscured by molecular clouds.[65] The Perseus Arm is a spiral arm of the Milky Way galaxy
and stretches across the sky from the constellation Cassiopeia through Perseus
and Auriga to Gemini and Monoceros.[66] This segment is towards the rim of the galaxy.[65]
Within the Perseus Arm lie two open clusters (NGC 869 and NGC 884) known as the Double Cluster.
[67]
Sometimes known as h and Chi (χ) Persei, respectively, they are easily visible through binoculars and small
telescopes.[68][69] Both lie more than 7,000 light-years from Earth and are several hundred light-years apart.
Both clusters are of approximately magnitude 4 and 0.5 degrees in diameter. The two are Trumpler class I 3 r
clusters, though NGC 869 is a Shapley class f and NGC 884 is a Shapley class e cluster. These classifications
indicate that they are both quite rich (dense); NGC 869 is the richer of the pair.[70] The clusters are both distinct
from the surrounding star field and are clearly concentrated at their centers. The constituent stars, numbering
over 100 in each cluster, range widely in brightness.[71]
M34 is an open cluster that appears at magnitude 5.5,[72] and is approximately 1,500 light-years from Earth.[73] It
contains about 100 stars scattered over a field of view larger than that of the full moon.[72] M34 can be resolved
with good eyesight but is best viewed using a telescope at low magnifications. IC 348 is a somewhat young
open cluster that is still contained within the nebula from which its stars formed. It is located about 1,027 lightyears from Earth, is about 2 million years old,[74] and contains many stars with circumstellar disks.
[75]
Many brown dwarfs have been discovered in this cluster due to its age; since brown dwarfs cool as they
age, it is easier to find them in younger clusters.[76]
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Perseus

Deep-sky objects
There are many nebulae in Perseus. M76 is a planetary nebula, also called the Little Dumbbell Nebula.[77] It
appears two arc-minutes by one arc-minute across and has an apparent brightness of magnitude 10.1.[77] NGC
1499, also known as the California Nebula, is an emission nebula that was discovered in 1884–85 by American
astronomer Edward E. Barnard.[78] It is very difficult to observe visually because its low surface brightness
makes it appear dimmer than most other emission nebulae.[79] NGC 1333 is a reflection nebula and a starforming region.[80][81] Perseus also contains a giant molecular cloud, called the Perseus molecular cloud; it belongs to the Orion Spur and is known for its low rate of star formation compared to similar clouds.[82]
Perseus contains some notable galaxies. NGC 1023 is a barred spiral galaxy of magnitude 10.35, around
30 million light-years (9.2 million parsecs) from Earth.[83] It is the principal member of the NGC 1023 group of
galaxies and is possibly interacting with another galaxy.[84] NGC 1260 is either a lenticular or tightly
wound spiral galaxy about 76.7 million ly (23.5 million pc) from Earth. It was the host galaxy of the supernova SN 2006gy, one of the brightest ever recorded. It is a member of the Perseus Cluster (Abell 426),[85] a massive galaxy cluster located 76.6 million ly (23.5 million pc) from Earth. With a redshift of 0.0179, Abell 426 is the
closest major cluster to the Earth.[86] NGC 1275, a component of the cluster, is a Seyfert galaxy containing
an active nucleus that produces jets of material, surrounding the galaxy with massive bubbles.[87] These bubbles create sound waves that travel through the Perseus Cluster, sounding a B flat 57 octaves below middle C.
[87]
This galaxy is a cD galaxy that has undergone many galactic mergers throughout its existence, as evidenced by the "high velocity system"—the remnants of a smaller galaxy—surrounding it. Its active nucleus is a
strong source of radio waves.[87] 3C 31 is an active galaxy and radio source in Perseus 237 million light-years
from Earth (redshift 0.0173). Its jets, caused by the supermassive black hole at its center, extend several million
light-years in opposing directions, making them some of the largest objects in the universe.[88]
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Mythology
In Greek mythology, Perseus was the son of Danaë, who was sent by King Polydectes to bring the head
of Medusa the Gorgon—whose visage caused all who gazed upon her to turn to stone. Perseus slew Medusa in her sleep, and Pegasus and Chrysaor appeared from her body.[6] Perseus continued to the realm
of Cepheus whose daughter Andromeda was to be sacrificed to Cetus the sea monster.

Perseus rescued Andromeda from the monster by killing it with his sword.[7] He turned Polydectes and his
followers to stone with Medusa's head and appointed Dictys the fisherman king.[6] Perseus and Andromeda married and had six children.[7] In the sky, Perseus lies near the constellations Andromeda, Cepheus, Cassiopeia (Andromeda's mother), Cetus, and Pegasus.[6]
In Neo-Assyrian Babylonia (911–605 BC), the constellation of Perseus was known as the Old
Man constellation (SU.GI), then associated with East in the MUL.APIN, an astronomical text from the 7th
century.[8]
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Times and Data are for Fort Worth, Texas Locations Only
Date

Brightness

Start

Highest point

End

Pass type

Data Source: Heavens Above

01 Oct

(mag)
-0.9

Time
21:20:15

Alt.
10°

Az.
NNW

Time
21:20:51

Alt.
14°

Az.
NNW

Time
21:20:51

Alt.
14°

Az.
NNW

visible

02 Oct

-2.2

20:32:31

10°

NNW

20:34:54

23°

NNE

20:34:54

23°

NNE

visible

03 Oct

-1.7

19:45:01

10°

N

19:47:06

15°

NNE

19:49:02

11°

ENE

visible

03 Oct

-1.1

21:20:47

10°

NW

21:21:59

20°

WNW

21:21:59

20°

WNW

visible

04 Oct

-4.0

20:32:38

10°

NW

20:36:00

77°

NE

20:36:14

72°

E

visible

05 Oct

-3.1

19:44:39

10°

NNW

19:47:51

39°

NE

19:50:37

13°

ESE

visible

05 Oct

-0.7

21:22:26

10°

W

21:23:34

13°

WSW

21:23:34

13°

WSW

visible

06 Oct

-1.8

20:33:25

10°

WNW

20:36:19

27°

SW

20:38:07

17°

S

visible

07 Oct

-3.0

19:44:55

10°

NW

19:48:13

55°

SW

19:51:30

10°

SSE

visible

09 Oct

-0.8

19:46:12

10°

W

19:48:14

15°

SW

19:50:16

10°

SSW

visible

17 Oct

-0.8

06:47:07

10°

S

06:49:22

17°

SE

06:51:36

10°

E

visible

19 Oct

-3.3

06:45:30

10°

SW

06:48:48

61°

SE

06:52:06

10°

NE

visible

20 Oct

-2.0

05:58:59

22°

S

06:00:19

29°

SE

06:03:16

10°

ENE

visible

21 Oct

-0.4

05:13:22

12°

E

05:13:22

12°

E

05:13:53

10°

E

visible

21 Oct

-3.1

06:46:19

18°

W

06:48:20

36°

NW

06:51:28

10°

NNE

visible

22 Oct
23 Oct

-3.1
-1.8

06:00:25
06:47:15

48°
14°

NNE
NW

06:00:25
06:47:59

48°
15°

NNE
NNW

06:03:00
06:49:57

10°
10°

NE
N

visible
visible

24 Oct

-1.4

06:00:57

15°

N

06:00:57

15°

N

06:01:52

10°

NNE

visible

NOTE: NO bright ISS passes visible in the DFW area, for dates not listed.
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October Sky Chart
Fort Worth, TX (32.7555°N, 97.3308°W)

Chart displayed is for October 15, 2022 @ 2400 Local Time
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General Meeting Minutes— September 20th, 2022
M. Monica Merritt FWAS Secretary
Group email: Risingstardevelopent@FWAS.group.io

Link for meeting:
http://youtube.com/fortworthastronomicalsociety/

Welcome to Visitors and New
Members.

Buddy Knight
Bob Black

➢

John McCrea

Palo Pinto Mountain State Park-Mark Smith Bob went over the
history of FWAS.

Mr. Tyler Bowman is presenter and is the manager of customer service and Specialty sales for Explore Scientific. High
lights below:

Christian Psencik & family
Steve Burre & family
Presenter is Mr. Tyler Bowman, Head Customer Service and
Specialty Sales, Explore Scientific

Vice President-Open

Patrick McMahon

“A beginners Guide to Astrophotography”, Tyler Bowman, Explore Scientific.

Tim Hill & family

President Robert (Bob) Sirkis

➢

Presentation:

Christine Kringen

FWAS Executive Board:

Public Outreach

DSLR Astrophotography.
1.

Simple astrophotography intro

2.

What gear do I need? A simple family DSLR/Tripod will
give you a sound start

3.

Taking ur first shots

4.

Finding the right settings to be successful in:

Treasurer: John Giromini

•

Planetary imaging

➢

Secretary: Monica Merritt

•

Deep sky imaging

➢

Director: Phil Stage

•

Electronically assisted astronomy

➢

Director Robert Cargill

•

DSLR based astrophotography

➢

Director Bill Hall

➢

Director: Zack Smith

5.

Software and tools to help

6.

Resources.

FWAS Key Contacts:
Development Committee:
➢

Michelle Theisen

➢

Tom Roth

➢

Robin Pond

➢

Zack Smith

➢

Robert Cargill

➢

Shane Griffith

October 2022
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General Meeting Minutes— September 20th, 2022
M. Monica Merritt FWAS Secretary
He discussed How to get started and things to help you determine what you want vs need. Ft. Worth camera can help you
get started with astrophotography.

We are working on it.

•

DSLR & tripod is a good start

Special interest group:

•

Kit lenses to start a wide angle lens to help

•

Longer exposures-30 seconds timed interval is on most
DSLR

•

Manual mode & manual focus/bulb mode

•

Capture images of stars, moon, and aurora

•

Good place to start is the sky around the northern celestial pole

•

Stack and process images

•

PC is required.

Beginner kit: headlamp (red), digital SLR, wide angle lens,
tripod (with tracker) Setting up your DSLR.

The e-group and NSN are two different communication tools
and not related.

Palo Pinto State Park Partners Report:
➢

Tom Roth on the board and on the development of
Astronomy viewing

➢

Mark Smith-gave a report on the status of the construction of the park. Right now you can’t get a
group into the park. Expecting to start construction
in the next couple of months and expecting to be
open in late 2023. Annual meeting of partners is
expected in Jan 2023 and an update from superintendent is expected. There is a location where star
parties will be able to be held.

Outreach report:
➢

Tandy Hills: John McCrea, next star party is Oct 1 at Tandy
Hills.

Find interval timer settings

➢

General Outreach: Patrick McMahon

•

Set focusing menu for manual focus

Upcoming Star Parties:

•

Some Nikon cameras need menu settings disabled for the
focus

➢

9/30/22 7:30 Star Party-City of NRH Parks Department

➢

•

9/30/22 8 pm Montessori Children’s House, DV

ISO settin 400-800

➢

•

Raw format file size

10/1/22 6:30 International observe the moon night,
Mansfield public library

➢

10/1/22 Tandy Hills star party

➢

10/8/22 DV state part 50th anniversary

➢

10/17/22 8 pm DV state park star party

➢

Burleson ISD Space Night

•

Choose a fully manual mode

•

He went over items to do before you go out and the set up
before taking those first shots. Tylor went over software tools
and deep sky imaging.
This was recorded so please refer to the meeting link to visit.
ACTION: Bob/John to send Tyler the paperwork to become a
member!

•

11/3/22-we will need many volunteers. Expecting a large group.

FWAS Communication:
We have been encountering issues communicating with
membership:

•

We use Night Sky Network (NSN) to broadcast key membership email

•

We use NSN to keep track of event calendar

•

Our website is not in a state to be the ‘source of truth’.

e
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General Meeting Minutes— September 20th, 2022
M. Monica Merritt FWAS Secretary
•

Rising Star observing area report:
A. Grand opening event-Bob advised we had to
cancel and it wasn’t going to be ready so this is
postponed. The best opportunity for the reschedule is either 10/22/22 or 10/29/22. Bob
recommended we schedule for 10/29/22. Any
team member is authorized to go before the
grand opening. A vote was taken and the majority determined 10/29/22 was the best date.
B.

C.

No permit is needed since this is a nonpermanent building and out of city limits.

The board unanimously agreed to this budget for the
toilet. Si moved to make the max budget not to exceed
$5000 and Michael McIlheran 2nd the motion. The majority of the vote was agreed by the members!
Bill Hall gave an overview of what will be occurring in the
night sky this autumn.

Code of conduct-Si Simonson went through the
Code of Conduct and Hold Harmless Agreement.
Please visit the e-group for the document details if
you did not attend the meeting. A member can
bring a guest out to the Rising Star observing.

➢

Sept 25th-Jupiter Opposition

➢

Sept 27th-Artemis I launch window constraints.

➢

Oct 7th-Draconids Meteor Shower

➢

Oct 8th, Mercury in the morning

Development committee report-Michelle went over the
task of Rising Star Toilet shed.

➢

Oct 9th –is the next full moon

•

Tom Roth did the research quite a few companies.

•

Since there is no way to completely seal
the exterior of the building from rodents/
insects. She recommends purchasing a
9x12 Mueller steal building. There will be
enough space for the protection cubicle
and storage.

•

Quality of product is impressive

•

Metal frame and panels should last for decades.

•

Screw together assembly

•

Metal doors are 3’ wide and braced

•

Flooring kit includes metal floor joists, 2/4 support boards
Price of the 9x12 shed is $3475: this
includes, the shed, radiant barrier,
floor kit and delivery to the rising star
site.

•

Installation supplies is $1010: this includes, tubes for piers, concrete, piers,
4’x6’x12’ boards, auger rental, wind
anchors, solar powered red location
lights, miscellaneous items & hardware.
Miscellaneous items $200

•

Total cost of toilet is $4509.38

October 2022

John Giromini provided the following:

Treasury report:
➢

Checking: $23,087.74

➢

Savings: $18,334.40

➢

Grand Total of $41,422.14

Membership:
➢

•

•

Board is working on the By-Laws update, this will help on tax
exemption. ECD early 1st quarter.

Total Night Sky Network (NSN) Members are 158

Christmas Party Discussion:
Should we continue with BBQ or possibly an Italian
place for those folks that are vegan? Does anyone have
an objections to looking at something other than BBQ,
no one objected. A date was proposed for Saturday Dec
10, 2022, this was voted as the date to have it.

Upcoming Presentations:
Bob went over the upcoming presentation suggestions.

Meeting adjourned.
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Board Meeting Minutes— September 13th, 2022
M. Monica Merritt FWAS Secretary

Attendees: Robert Sirkis, Robin Pond, Michelle Theisen,
Robert Cargill, John Giromini, Phil Stage, J Thomas
Roth, Zach Smith, Si Simonson, Monica Merritt
Robert began the meeting.
Welcome to Monica Merritt as Secretary and still looking to
fill the position of Vice President.
John Giromini provided the following:

Checking: $23,043.72

➢

Savings: $18,334.40

➢

Grand Total of $41,378.12

IT Knowledge Transfer: Encourage Shawn Kirchdorfer participation-DEFERED to next meeting when Si is available.

Outreach:

Treasury report:
➢

have any FWAS member to come to the star party without a scope but be the PR person. Maybe have a table
with the knowledge of FWAS and handout ACTIONContinue the discussion at the next board meeting. (i.e
Star party package; here’s what you need to join, here’s
what you can expect to see.)

Star parties do really well. Rob had suggested to send
out a letter to the schools in the summer. The idea is
to get the public to join the club. There are opportunities to get kids interested in the club. Zach thought it
was a good idea. Robin said it might get more invites
for star parties. All in favor and no one opposed.

Membership:

Announce FWAS to Rising Star Area

➢

Total Night Sky Network (NSN) Members are 154

➢

5 people joined since August.

Christmas Party Discussion:
Rob said it’s Sept and were 3 meetings from the
Christmas party. There was a suggestion to put a vote
out to the group at the next meeting. Should we continue with BBQ or possibly an Italian place for those
folks that are vegan? A date was proposed for Saturday Dec 10, 2022. We will hold off on discussing possibility of door prizes.
ACTION: Rob will take some time out to get some ideas to
discuss at the next FWAS meeting.

Star Parties:
Should one board member be in attendance? Someone to be the marketing person for the public to find
out more information on how to join. The idea is to
let Patrick and others who bring their scopes focus on
the scopes. Monica suggested maybe having some
sort of hand out about the club. John advised that he
brings a QR code so folks can get it on their phone.
Robin thought it might be good to

By-Law Updates: DEFERED until Si can attend
Rising Star Code of Conduct: DEFERED until Si can
attend, Si joined late and recommended he and Rob
would get together tomorrow. ACTION-They will review it and send it out to the Board for their final review before it is bringing it to the members on Tuesday.

Rising Star Report:
PROPERTY TAXES: Robert called the county appraisal
district. Taxes will be between $8-$30 this year and
next year it would be between $800-$1000.
Review FWAS sign: The signs we have are two 6’x8’
drawings. Rob would like to have the signs up at the
open house. Sign #1 has attach point in 2 locations
and John suggested using sign #2 that has 4 corners
attached. It was voted to go with sign #2.
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Board Meeting Minutes— September 13th, 2022
M. Monica Merritt FWAS Secretary

By-Law Updates: DEFERED until Si can attend
Rising Star Code of Conduct: DEFERED until Si can
attend, Si joined late and recommended he and Rob
would get together tomorrow. ACTION-They will review it and send it out to the Board for their final review before it is bringing it to the members on Tuesday.

Rising Star Report:
PROPERTY TAXES: Robert called the county appraisal
district. Taxes will be between $8-$30 this year and
next year it would be between $800-$1000.
Review FWAS sign: The signs we have are two 6’x8’
drawings. Rob would like to have the signs up at the
open house. Sign #1 has attach point in 2 locations and
John suggested using sign #2 that has 4 corners
attached. It was voted to go with sign #2.

+Workday Saturday, September 17, 2022, from 9 am2 pm and the focus will be to clear the entrance. Zach
requested a safety meeting would be held prior to
the
The grand opening September 24, 2022, Rob S. discussed porta potty. $250 a month and cleaned out
once a week. $150 to deliver and another $150 to
pick up. If available Robert will have this bid tomorrow. Rob makes a motion to get one, Monica 2nd the
motion and Si 3rd the motion. We would possibly give
them the gate code and we will change the code
when we get the final shed installed.
Rob went over the proposed agenda for Tuesday’s
meeting.
Rob discussed the future speakers.

Meeting adjourned.

Michelle, Zach agreed. John and Rob S. requested more detail on the cost and the budget number to help get the total cost.
Monica asked what the time frame will be to
build the shed. Michelle/Zach said approx. 3
weeks to have it delivered and the foundation
could be poured prior to it being delivered.
Rob makes a motion to present it to the club next week.
ACTION-Zack- will call and verify with Mueller and
get a break down of the cost and foundation prior
to the Tuesday meeting.
ACTION: Michelle will present the details to the
club next week and updated with incidentals. A
vote will be taken at the Tuesday meeting.
New request from the executive board:
•

New batteries for the solar panels: $200-300.
This would help with some of the lighting. Rob
will get these and within the presidents preview.

•

Michelle also discussed using the current wood for a storage shed.
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FWAS Treasury report can be found on
the online groups.io
file location.
Files: > FWAS Financial Report by Year

Files: > FWAS Monthly Treasurer Report > [YYYY]

AmazonSmile is a website operated by Amazon that lets customers enjoy the same wide
selection of products, low prices, and convenient shopping features as on Amazon.com. The difference is that when customers shop on AmazonSmile at
smile.amazon.com, the AmazonSmile Foundation will donate 0.5% of the price of eligible purchases to the charitable organizations
selected by customers.
To participate, visit AmazonSmile and select
Fort Worth Astronomical Society as your
charity upon log-in. For more information visit org.amazon.com. The site will remember
your charity automatically when you visit
AmazonSmile to shop. If you are already an
Amazon.com user, you can use the same account to log-in to AmazonSmile to shop. You
must sign-in to AmazonSmile each time you
shop in order for your purchases to count towards a donation to your charitable organization. If you do not have an Amazon account,
signing up is free!
http://www.fortworthastro.com/donate.html
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Newsletter:
The FWAS newsletter, Prime Focus, is published
monthly. Letters to the editor, articles for publication, photos you’ve taken, personal equipment reviews, or just about anything you would like to have
included in the newsletter that is astronomy related
should be sent to:
glutch@gmail.com
Meetings:
FWAS meets at 7:00 PM on the third Tuesday of the
month at the UNT Health Science Center – Research
& Education Building, Room 100; 3500 Camp Bowie
Blvd; Ft. Worth. Guests and visitors are always welcome.(Currently we are meeting virtually due to
Covid-19)
Outreach:
Items regarding FWAS Outreach activities, or requests for FWAS to attend an event, should be sent
to: outreach@fortworthastro.com
FWAS Membership
FWAS Membership can be made in-person at a
monthly meeting or monthly star party at Tandy Hills
Natural Area. To review membership dues and link
for the on-line membership, visit
FWAS website (http://www.fortworthastro.com/
membership.html), scroll down to the Membership /
Come Join Us box and use the link to FWAS Facebook Page.

That’s a Fact!
Amazon's Alexa is one of the passengers
on board the Orion spacecraft. On Artemis 1, it will assist with the moon mission
in a technology demonstration called Callisto.
Source

Seen a Fireball Lately?
Report it to the
American Meteor Society (AMS)
Just go to their website at http://www.amsmeteors.org/
and hover your cursor on the Fireball menu item at the
top of the page and you will see the link to report a fireball. They will ask you several questions in a web questionnaire and your observations will be added to the
other witnesses for the same event. These will be compiled and analyzed to determine the location and direction from which the object entered the atmosphere.

O c t o b e r

Discount Magazine Subscriptions:
Sky & Telescope, Astronomy, and StarDate
(McDonald Observatory) magazines are available for
discounted subscription rates through our association with the NASA Night Sky Network and the Astronomical Society of the Pacific. The link can be found
on the club’s FWAS e-Group . (Members Only)
Astronomical League Membership:
Your FWAS membership gives you associate membership in the Astronomical League. This gives you
access to earn various observing certificates through
the AL observing clubs. You also receive their quarterly magazine, Reflector. AL Observing clubs: http://
tinyurl.com/7pyr8qg

October 2022

“Full Hunters Moon ”

Source: OId Farmer’s Almanac

This is the month when the game is fattened up for winter.
Now is the time for hunting and laying in a store of provisions for the long months ahead.
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